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The Scorpio Full Moon
This Full Moon in Scorpio is exact on Sunday,
April 26, 2021, at 23:31 EST/03:31 GMT. This
guide may be used for the entire length of
the full moon cycle which spans April 25 - 27.

Scorpio Quick Facts
Element: Water
Direction: West
Modality: Fixed
Ruling Planet: Mars, Pluto

Sabian Symbol for Scorpio 7
The silvery moon
shining across a
beautiful gem of a lake.
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Scorpio Correspondences
Colors

Green

Orange

Incense and Oils
Suggested scents for a Scorpio full moon
Myrhh - balance
Vanilla - love
Patchouli - prosperity
Pine - healing

Tarot Cards

Death

King of Cups
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Blue

Scorpio Correspondences Continued

Herbs

Basil
Abundance

Clove
Protection

Blackberry
Prosperity

Flowers

Chrysanthemum
Happiness

Lily

Anemone

Peace

Strength

Trees

Palm
Balance

Ash
Wisdom
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Pine
Luck

Scorpio Correspondences Continued

Gemstones

Turquoise

Garnet

Quartz

Obsidian

Animals

Eagle

Snake

Panther

Wolf

Vulture

Dog

Symbols

Pomegranate
Scorpion
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Phoenix

SAMPLE ALTAR SETUP
Here is but one way to use Scorpio correspondences
on an altar. Feel free to copy this diagram or get
creative with yours using other correspondences in
this guide.

North
Quartz

West
Pomegranate

Center
Orange Candle

South
Basil
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East
Tarot Cards

RITUAL:
Water Bowl Grounding
Scorpio is a water sign and this Scorpio Full
Moon falls in the heart of earthy Taurus season.
This ritual combines the use of herbs, activated
by the power of hot water, to create a powerful
grounding ritual.

You Need
One heat safe bowl
One teaspoon clove
One tablespoon dried basil
2 cups boiling hot water
Optional
1-2 drops of vanilla, patchouli, or orange
essential oil based on scent preference
Fresh Pine Needles
Crystals of obsidian and quartz
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Directions
1) Add herbs and oil to the empty bowl. If using
crystals, you may add them to the bowl if they
are water safe or you may place them around
the bowl on your altar.
2) Carefully and slowly, pour the boiling water
over the herbs, filling the bowl about 2/3 of the
way. As you pour the water, feel the energy of
hot Scorpio passion release over the earthen
herbs. Focus on releasing your own frustrations
and worries as your pour.
3) Next, carefully place your face into the
cooling, rising steam. Inhale the magickal
aroma of the heat activated herbs in your nose
and lungs. Feel your lungs feel with grounding,
peaceful energy. Continue to breathe in the
healing magick and breathe out anything
blocking your sense of security and worth.
4) As the water cools, know the magick is
settling into your body to do its work. Discard
the cooled water onto your plants for their
magickal nourishment and to return your
worries to the Earth.
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RECIPE:

POMEGRANATE SUGAR SCRUB
Pomegranate has well known magical properties of balance and
protection. Using pomegranate in an exfoliating mixture helps skin
balance. It also allows you to tap into the magick of bodily protection
by applying topically each day,

INGREDIENTS
2 cups granulated sugar
1/4 cup coconut oil
1/2 cup pomegranate juice
Bowl, spoon, jar
Pomegranate essential oil if
stronger scent is desired

DIRECTIONS
1. Combine the sugar and coconut oil in the
bowl. Mix well with your spoon.
2. Add the pomegranate juice and essential oil
to the bowl. Mix until well combined.
3. Scoop mixture into jar with lid. Keep in
shower for skin exfoliation as needed,
4. Discard after a week.
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Ritual:
Home Energy Cleanse
Scorpio rules the 8th house of the occult and
Taurus rules the 4th house of our homes. Let us
call on this 8th house deep magick energy to
remove unsavory energies from our homes and
bodies using the Scorpio herbs of clove and the
Taurus food, potato.

You Need
One potato
1/4 cup whole clove
Toothpick
Small bowl with an inch of salt in it
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Directions
1) Stand in your kitchen and hold the potato in
your hands. Feel the soft flesh of the potato,
ready to accept the negative energies of your
home for transmutation.
2) While still holding the potato, incant:

Fruit of the Earth I bid thee attract
All negative energies, from basement to attic.
Let all bad energy now reside in your flesh
Cleanse this home and bring energy afresh.
3) Now press 13 cloves into your potato. Use
the toothpick to help make a hole if need be.
4) Place the clove-dressed potato in the bowl
of salt. Leave this bowl in your kitchen near
your stove/hearth for the length of the full
moon.
5) Discard the potato/salt outside of the home
and all negative home energies with it!
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TAROT SPREAD:
TRANSFORMATION
This month's full moon in Scorpio brings with it an
energy of transformation. Scorpio is ruled by Pluto,
the Tower Card of the solar system. Change is
inevitable, so we might as well make the most of it
by transforming to align with changed energies.
This spread will help you identify ways your life is
calling for transformation and what actions you can
take to start the process of metamorphosis.
Directions
1) Take 3 deep breaths as you calm your mind and
ready yourself for the reading ahead. When you feel
called, lift your heart, relax your shoulders and begin
to shuffle the deck.
2) Shuffle the deck 8 times as 8 is the number of
transformation.
3) Pull cards for the spread on the following page
from the top of the shuffled deck.
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SPREAD DIAGRAM

How do I begin
this necessary
transformation?

What tools do I have to
help me succeed in
becoming a better
version of myself?

What area of my life
most needs
transformation?

Message of
Encouragement from
the Moon
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